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I. Exercise on Sentences :
1. Name the three salient features of the definition of sentences.
2. What is a sentence?
3. What are the three important ingredients of a simple sentence?
4. What are the three punctuation marks by which we can end a sentence?
5. How shall we begin any sentence?
6. Name the two parts of a sentence?
7. What is a subject part of a sentence?
8. What is a predicate?
9. Name the two parts the predicate contains?
10. Where shall we use the ‘Full Stop (.)’?
11. Where shall we use the question mark to stop a sentence?
12. Where shall we use the exclamatory mark (!)?
II. Kinds of Sentence :
13. Name the kinds of sentences?
14. What is a Declarative sentence?
15. What is meant by declaration?
16. What is interrogative sentence?
17. How many types of interrogative sentences do we have?
18. Number and name the ‘wh’ words.
19. Why do we call ‘wh’ words as the seven servants of man?
20. What is an imperative sentence?
21. How do the imperative sentences begin?
22. What is an exclamatory sentence?
23. What is a positive sentence?
24. How can we transform the positive sentence into negative sentence?
25. Which auxiliary verb can be taken before we place ‘not’ to change the positive into negative?
26. Define what are interrogative sentences?
27. Write the structure of an interrogative sentence?

III. Subject and Verb Agreement :
28. What is the subject part of a sentence?
29. Differentiate singular subject form plural subject by writing their meanings.
30. Name the personal pronouns and categories the singular pronouns and plural pronouns.
31. What is a verb and write its definition?
32. Name the three functions the verb performs in the sentences.
33. How can we prove that the verb is the most important part if a sentence?
34. Write the Latin word if a verb and its meaning?
TENSES
35. What is a tense?
36. Differentiate between verb and tense?
37. How do we find the tense of the sentence?
38. How many tenses to we have?
39. Name the tenses.
40. Write names of four segments of each tense?
41. What is simple present?
42. Which form of the verb do we use in the simple present tense?
43. What does the simple present speak about?
44. Write the definition of simple present tense?
45. What are the uses of simple present tense?
46. Why should we use simple present to express the universal truths?
47. What is present continuous tense?
48. What is the structure of present continuous tense?
49. What are the uses of present continuous tense?
50. Why can’t we mention the time with present continuous?
51. What is present perfect tense?
52. Write the structure of present perfect?
Kinds of Sentences
IV. Convert the following into Negative :
53. Covid 19 spreads rapidly in the work.
54. We lockdown ourselves indoors.
55. We have online classes.
56. She spends her time with books.

V. Convert the following sentences in to positive or affirmative :
57. Do I attend online classes regularly?
58. Do we take care of ourselves?
59. Does he share screen in online class?
60. Do they follow instruction timely?
VOICE
61. Differentiate between active voice and passive voice.
62. When can we change the active voice into passive voice?
63. What is a transitive verb?
64. Why can’t we change the intransitive verb into passive voice?
65. What are the ‘Be’ forms and their use in changing active into passive voice?
66. Can we change the tense of the sentence when we change the active into passive voice? Why?
67. Transform the following sentences into passive.
68. We practice yoga every day.
69. She enjoys online classes.
70. Country prefers lockdown to arrest Corona.
71. Maintain physical distance to stop the spread of Corona.
72. Wash hands frequently.
73. Who spreads Corona?
74. Are you following the updates of Corona?
75. We shall attend classes next year.
76. Work on worksheets.
IF CLAUSE
77. What is a clause?
78. Differentiate main clause and sub-ordinate clause.
79. Name the three conditions.
80. Write the structures of the three conditions?
81. When can we use the type-1 condition?
82. Which form of the ‘Be’ is used in imaginary condition irrespective of subject?
83. What sense does ‘If’ give us in the conditional clauses.
VI. Combine the following clauses :
84. She doesn’t call me. I don’t answer her.
85. I didn’t study well. I failed to score merit marks.
86. I was not a doctor. I did not treat Corona virus.
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